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We also reserve the right to make changes in this catalogue.
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mungo

DESIGN
| Thanks to the combination of chrome and black elements,
the mixer has an elegant and modern look that will be
a perfect match to any kitchen interior.
| The slim, ergonomic handle not only looks beautiful,
but also provides great comfort of use. It does not slide
in the user’s wet hand.

KITCHEN TIP!
| The water filtering function allows you to drink healthy water straight from
the tap. Thanks to this, you can significantly reduce the number of plastic
water bottles bought in a shop.
| The filter can provide 6,000 litres of water, which equals 4,000 1.5 litre
plastic bottles. That is 200 kg of plastic thrown into the bin less!
| The water filtered in the Mungo mixer has a better taste; it is also healthy
and safe.
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FUNCTIONALITY
| The filter cartridge mounted under the sink provides clean and tasty
water straight from the tap. Importantly, the filter is included in the
set ‒ you do not have to pay any extra money for it.
| The filter can also be purchased as an accessory
(lifetime of the filter = 6 months or 6,000 litres).
Apart from a detailed installation manual, the set includes:
| a filter with mounting brackets (2 pcs)
| a 1/4” connection hose (2 m)
| 60 cm flexible connectors (3 pcs)
| a stabilising stand
To install the mixer properly, you need an angular valve. The best idea
is to choose the high-quality solution by the British company John Guest
which is available in our offer as an accessory.

mungo mixer

6733-910-00

824-510-86

242-000-10

kitchen mixer

Aqua Cure Hydro+ filter

3/8”x3/8”x1/4” angular valve by
John Guest

with a water filtering function
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Tauri Touch Me

COMFORT AND INNOVATIVE CHARACTER
| It is as easy to use as 1-2-3: you just need to touch the
mixer with anything (e.g. your hand, your forearm or a pot)
and use the water freely. You can also turn off the water
flow with one simple gesture.
| The touch trigger function also guarantees safety: a properly
set water temperature will protect children from getting
burnt.

ECO-FRIENDLY DESIGN
| Low water consumption: only 7.2 l/min
| The touch trigger function allows you to turn the stream
on and off quickly, which helps you shorten the water
consumption time.

EASY TO KEEP CLEAN
| Thanks to the touch trigger function, the mixer is easy to
keep clean ‒ you do not have to touch the handles with your
hands which get dirty while cooking or baking.
KITCHEN TIP!
Keeping the kitchen clean is one of the biggest
household challenges. The dishwashing zone, where

TAURI TOUCH ME MIXER

you put dirty pots and wash your hands while
cooking or baking, is particularly prone to getting
messy. So how can you make the cleaning process
easier? You should always have these 3 items within
reach: baking soda, vinegar and a lemon.
You can easily clean the sink with a paste made
from water, soda and a few drops of vinegar. If you
want to get rid of the limescale on your mixer, try
using lemon juice: all you need to do is rub the
mixer surface with a lemon cut in half, and after a
few hours wash it using lukewarm water.
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6723-915-00
kitchen mixer with a water touch
trigger function
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angelit

SCANDINAVIAN STYLE
| Wood and the colour white are the finishes that appear
in many kitchens. The design of the Angelit mixers goes
hand in hand with the popular Scandinavian style.

DURABLE COATING
| The applied varnishing technology guarantees durability
of the coating and its resistance to damage, e.g. this caused
with pots. The combination of chrome and white elements
is interesting and looks elegant.

ANGELIT MIXER
KITCHEN TIP!
In every functional kitchen there is a food cupboard
which plays an important role and where you store
flour, sugar, groats and rice. Regardless of whether
your home pantry is only one shelf in a cabinet
with plates or a huge, high to the ceiling cupboard,
pantry moths often appear in it.
We have a great, natural way how to get rid of
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6713-915-40

6713-915-00

kitchen mixer with a rotating spout

kitchen mixer with a rotating spout

them ‒ you just have to put a few bay leaves in the
cupboard. The leaves will not affect your supplies,
but they will scare pantry moths away.
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neda

FUNCTIONAL SIMPLICITY
| The classic and simple shape of the spout ensures comfort
of use. The right height of the spout allows you to fill even
large pots without any problems.

PERFECT MATCH
| The austere design and the possibility of choosing different
colours make the mixer match any kitchen interior – both
modern and rustic.

NEDA AND NEDA BLACK MIXERS

KITCHEN TIP!
A burnt pot? Don’t worry, this happens to everyone.
We know how to get rid of such dirt in an easy
and natural way. You will need common table salt.
All you have to do is put a thick layer of salt on
the bottom of the pot, add a little water and leave
it overnight. Then bring the water to the boil, boil
it for 10 minutes, and wash the pot with a sponge
after it cools down.
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5823-915-00

5823-915-81

kitchen mixer with a rotating spout

kitchen mixer with a rotating spout
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sigma

COMFORT OF USE
| The pull-out spout facilitates daily kitchen work – it is
easier to fill a large pot or wash the entire sink thoroughly.

UNIQUE DESIGN
| The characteristic spring will add a modern touch to any
kitchen.

SIGMA MIXER
KITCHEN TIP!
Cutting boards, especially those made of wood or
plastic, get dirty easily. They create a perfect habitat
for bacteria, which can be dangerous to your health.
They also quickly absorb different fragrances, so
using them is not very pleasant. However, there is
a trick thanks to which they will be clean again in
a minute ‒ you just need to rub the board with a
6603-110-00
kitchen mixer with a pull-out spout
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lemon cut in half and place it in the microwave oven
for 60 seconds. Then you should rinse the board
with water. Done!
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theta

FOLDING POSSIBILITY
| It is a perfect solution for sinks located under the window.
After folding, the mixer is only 6 cm high.

ERGONOMIC SPOUT SHAPE
| The properly shaped spout allows the user to fill even large
pots or bowls with water easily.

THETA MIXER

KITCHEN TIP!
If you are in favour of the less waste philosophy,
you are sure to be delighted with this kitchen tip.
Here’s a great use for coffee grounds or brewed tea
bags. Instead of throwing them away, you should
use them as fertilizer for your plants. All you have
to do is place the previously brewed bag on the
bottom of the pot or in the soil.
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6523-915-00
kitchen mixer with a folding spout
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RUMBA
calix

FREEDOM AND COMFORT OF USE
| Thanks to the flexible spout, it is possible to direct
the water stream freely.

EASY DISHWASHING
| The mixer facilitates the process of washing the dishes
and the entire sink, which makes it easier for you to keep
the kitchen clean.

RUMBA MIXER

KITCHEN TIP!
If you take care of your health, you know that the
fruit and vegetables that you bring from the shop
are often covered with a lot of chemicals. How can
you get rid of them in an easy way? Use a mixture
of water and apple cider vinegar ‒ it works perfectly
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6553-915-51

6553-915-63

6553-915-00

kitchen mixer
with a felixble spout, beige

kitchen mixer
with a felixble spout, grey

kitchen mixer
with a felixble spout, black

well if you want to wash away any unwanted
substances. Then wash the fruit or vegetables using
lukewarm water.
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morganit

VISUALLY-PLEASING LOOK
| The industrial design suits modern kitchens. Thanks
to the chromium-plated base, the mixer looks elegant
on the countertop.

STABLE ASSEMBLY
| The use of a special mounting bush ensures solid
and durable assembly of the mixer.

ERGONOMIC HANDLE
| The cubic shape of the handle is not only trendy but also
ergonomic: thanks to it, the handle does not slide in the
user’s wet hand.

MORGANIT MIXER

KITCHEN TIP!
In the kitchen it is worth using everything to
the last drop or crumb. You can also use coffee
grounds in a very interesting way. They are perfect
when it comes to removing dried grease from
different surface types. All you have to do is put
a small amount of coffee grounds on a soft, damp
cloth and use it to clean the oven or countertop.
Coffee grounds are soft so they will cause no
damage to the surface.
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4923-915-00
kitchen mixer with a rotating spout
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kwarc

korund

GEOMETRICAL SHAPE

INTERESTING DETAILS

| Geometrical inspirations are very popular in kitchen

| The classic shape of the Kwarc mixer is enriched with

interiors. The simple, austere design of the mixer

unusual details. The most eye-catching element is the flat,

is emphasised by its thin spout.

slightly arched handle.

COMFORT OF USE

RELIABLE DESIGN

| The massive handle ensures comfort of use ‒ it is easy

| The high quality mixer is equipped with a solid and durable

to hold and it does not slide in the user’s wet hand.
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ceramic regulator with a diameter of 40 mm.

KORUND MIXER

kwarc MIXER

4003-615-00

4203-915-00

kitchen mixer

kitchen mixer
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topaz

malachit

CONTRASTING ELEMENTS

MODERN AND ELEGANT CHARACTER

| The flat, thin handle combined with the streamlined mixer

| The Topaz mixer has a classic and elegant shape. Thanks

body brings to mind futuristic design solutions.

ERGONOMIC DESIGN
| Thanks to the right shape, length and design, the handle
is ergonomic and comfortable in everyday use.

to the flat handle with a special notch, it also looks modern.
The handle makes the mixer more visually-pleasing and
comfortable to use.

COMFORT OF USE
| The ergonomically shaped, rotating spout ensures great
comfort of use. It also allows the user to fill even large pots
or bowls with water easily.
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malachit MIXER

topaz MIXER

4403-915-00

4013-915-00

kitchen mixer

kitchen mixer
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mohit

diament

CLASSIC COMFORT

MODERN DESIGN

| The timeless umbrella-shaped spout will be perfect

| The highly modern kitchen mixer will be a perfect match

for a classic kitchen, where it will facilitate the process
of using the dishwashing zone.

HIGH QUALITY
| The well-designed body and spout guarantee durability
of the mixer throughout its entire lifetime.
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to the interiors arranged in a futuristic way.

GREAT COMFORT OF USE
| The characteristic semicircular spout is high enough
to provide the user with comfort when washing the dishes,
including large and irregularly shaped ones.

diament MIXER

mohit MIXER

4103-915-00

5913-615-00

kitchen mixer

kitchen mixer
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less waste

LET’S SAVE WATER TOGETHER!
Water makes up 71% of our planet ‒ one would think

DISCOVER A FEW SMART WAYS
TO SAVE WATER

it is a lot. So what is all the fuss about the necessity to save

| Do you take a shower every day? Buy a special

water? Because drinkable water makes up less than 1%

stopwatch ‒ during each minute of your shower, you pour

of the whole amount, which is why its every drop is precious.

about 8–12 litres of water. It is easy to count how much

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), over

you will save if you reduce your shower time from 10 to 5

a billion people living on earth have no access to clean

minutes. Instead of buying a stopwatch, you can also set

drinkable water at all.

a timer on your phone or create a short shower playlist.
| Choose the mixers which ensure low water consumption,

We often think that this problem does not concern us.

e.g. Mokait. You should also remember to turn off water

However, that is not true. In Poland, we have the lowest

every time you brush your teeth or wash your hands.

water resources per capita in Europe ‒ 1.7 thousand m3.
Of course, in comparison with the countries which struggle
with water shortages, it is still a lot, but we definitely should
think about saving water every day.

| Use pasta water to water your home flowers – they will
grow beautifully and you will be able to save some valuable
litres.
| Try steam cooking which requires less water than
traditional cooking. It is also much healthier!
| If you have the opportunity, collect rainwater in containers
and use it to water the plants in your home or garden.
All you need is a large bucket or, if you have a small balcony,
you can use empty mineral water bottles.
| Start the washing machine only when it is full.
| Do not rinse dishes before putting them into the dishwasher.

For more tips on how to save water and live
according to the less waste style, visit our website:
www.kfa.pl
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www.kfa.pl

